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Marwaris possess a 
penchant for luxury, 
and the world itself is 
on offer. MARWAR 
explores luxurious writing 
instruments for the 
community best known 
for its ability to sign 
deals, write cheques and 
signature huge sums of 
money. Here’s our list of the 
most coveted luxury pens.

Text: Sonali Shah 

M arwar Luxury

Luxury stationery has crossed over from fulfilling mere utility to making a statement—
so much so that few writing instruments actually cost over a million dollars! Probably 
used to sign multi-million deals, such pens not only create a terrific impression, 
but are often handcrafted and created in limited numbers to preserve exclusivity. 
Crafted with precision, tempered with tradition, bejeweled with diamonds, rubies 
and other twinkling gems, these pens are truly fit for kings. With unique features 
and specialised techniques like the ancient Japanese art of lacquering to engraved 
renditions of Lord Shiva, each pen holds its own.
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A must-have for pious millionaires, the Swiss pen-maker, 
Caran d’Ache has collaborated with jeweller and artist, 
Edouard Jud to produce 162 Shiva pens. Even though they are quite 
a handful—the entire body of the fountain pen is etched with various 
poses of Lord Shiva, such as the Nataraja and related symbols like the lingam 
and the trishool—it maintains its rightful dignity. Intricate to the core, it also features 
the engraving of the head of a trishool and the three horizontal lines of a tripundra on the 
nib-holder. Handcrafted with Wesselton diamonds and 18 karat gold, these pens feature an intense 
blue agate stone atop the cap, which showcases the dark hue of Lord Neelkanth.

The Caran D’Ache Shiva costs approx $15,402 (fountain pens) and $14,060 (roller pens). 

MesMerising jewel

The OMAS Marte Rose Gold portrays the 
fascinating world of the Red Planet with 
scrupulous detailing, depicting its craters 
and canyons, mapping the human pursuit and 
discovery of the planet. Both ends of the pen are 
a cluster of sparkling diamonds that represent 
the dry ice found on the planet. The lustrous 
rubies that dot the pen mark the landing points 
of spaceships sent to Mars, while the dates of 
future missions are featured on the nib-holder. 
The rest of the pen has canyons and craters 
rendered across it with impressive contouring. 
A charming treasure for the astronomically 
inclined, this rose-gold pen is certainly more 
than just another pretty little thing.  

The OMAS Marte Rose Gold Fountain 
Pen costs approx $43,000.

A total of 1,351 brilliant-cut diamonds vie 
for attention on the Montblanc Boheme 
Royal. A shimmering beauty, this  Boheme 
Royal cartridge fountain pen is made of 18 
karat white gold. As dazzling as that may 
sound, it is the nib of this pen that truly 
steals the limelight—not only is it plated 
with rhodium and made of 18kt gold, but it is 
also retractable. The clip with its paramount-
cut diamond is also par excellence, as is 
the Montblanc emblem that is studded with 
19 diamonds. Luminous and elegant, this 
pen from the house of Montblanc is blue-
blooded indeed.

The Montblanc Boheme Royal Pen 
costs approx `1,00,00,000.

Set apart from the rows of bejewelled pens, the Maki-e masterpiece is so much more! It bears 
the intricate work of the ancient Japanese art of gold and silver lacquering. The collaboration 
between Ferrari da Varese, a known Italian name, and Master Kitamura (the undisputed king of 
gold powder and lacquer) results in an avant-garde method of lacquer on metal. Master Kitamura 
crafts these exquisite Urushi lacquer pens with 24kt gold. The Maki-e Pen Masterpieces set is 
a collection comprising five stunning pieces. The handcrafted pens come in delicate designs: 
Lizard, Soy, Seeds, Chili and Blood. 

The Ferrari da Varese Sterling Silver Maki-e Masterpiece costs approx $132,000.

One of Italy’s oldest and most illustrious names, Aurora Pens offer the 
one-of-a-kind Aurora Diamante—a sumptuous, over-30 karat writing 
instrument. It’s hardly any wonder then that this is one of the most 
expensive pens ever made. With a strong platinum barrel that holds 
the lambent assembly of diamonds, this jewelled masterpiece has a 
gold nib. For those who appreciate uniqueness, the Aurora Diamante 
can even be customised. But owning it isn’t just about affording it 
because Aurora releases only a single piece each year, making the 
pen gain a whole new dimension of exclusivity and allure.

The Aurora Diamante fountain pen costs approx $1,470,600
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